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Om Shanti!

Do you all like this topic? Because my thoughts were that yes! It's important to use
intellect and absorb whatever homework we get but this is the month of Didi Manmohini
and one of her main specialties was loveleen stage and loveleen stage is where there is
a lot of intoxication, spiritual intoxication. So, Didi - we always used to call her Gopi so
just like there is a story that as soon as Sri Krishna will start playing flute the gopi’s used
to just run, there was a lot of intoxication so same was with Didi Manmohini. There was
so much love that she had with Murli and all the time when you look at her you could
feel from her eyes that she is in her loveleen stage, that is she's merged in Baba’s love
and you could just feel from her personality, God's love. So, I thought that Didi
Manmohini was very attentive or serious in efforts but on the other side she was very
much in supersensuous joy, very light, very playful, very joyful, and very humorous also.
My experience with Didi Manmohini – Didi Manmohini is from Delhi because that's
where I spiritually took birth and she was my in a way first spiritual mother, not that she
gave course but she's the one who used to sustain all the center’s in Delhi. So that's
how I really know her so well. Every time she will sit with us, the first thing she wants to
know from us, of course first she wants to make sure we understand everything that
Baba says. Secondly, we understand all the directions of Baba and thirdly about service
that we are doing what Baba wants us to do. So she was very disciplined for that with
us but also very loving. Now when there is love we have been talking about the power
of love. Love is power. One of the self-trust which grows and self-confidence is your
love for One who can understand you as you are. Because mostly it takes a lot of time
and sometimes the sorrow which remains in some is that nobody understands me.
Nobody really tried to understand me. Nobody tries to know me, what I am, what I like,
what my needs are. So when Baba said to give happiness to everyone I thought one of
the happiness could be when I have love for the soul. I want to understand that soul.
Because then you can have long term relationships. You know I have stayed with the
souls for 40 plus years. Even if there’s vast difference between sanskars but deep within
just knowing, I want to understand what Dadi Janki used to say, the intentions, the
bhavna of that soul and I think all of us have just love for Baba, love for service, that's
the bhavna. I don't know if there is anyone who has anything else than this. Now that
bhavna is expressed in different ways so it could be different opinions, different
sanskars, different ways to do things but there aren’t differences right. But as I said that
you know I notice let's say everyone has capacity of intellect, now someone you tell
something they immediately understand what you say and some they want to
understand it's not they don't want to but it takes time for them for their mind and



intellect to accept it. So, I feel in life when there is God's love then I am loveleen but
other word is I am lovely, love-full in the sense that I understand the intentions and the
feelings, create good relationships not only spiritual relationship but working together
also. Because it's both no! One needs to have loveful relationship but when you have to
do things together, service projects or any kind of service you have to do there needs to
be a lot of understanding and I think that if there is this nature of being loveleen in God's
love, you’re merged in that love so you are loveful with this understanding you create a
very beautiful relationship with everyone knowing that their intention, everyone's
intention is good and I have experienced personally but also with so many souls. So I
could work with anyone even knowing that it takes time, it's difficult but just understand
that person. There are two things, one is that everyone on this journey goes through
different sanskars, different ways and second is again that every soul is trying to
understand so, somewhere deeply within this quality to understand everything. So I was
thinking about Brahma Baba how quickly he understood what Shiv Baba was saying
because he understood he was able to follow and that is where then shrimat came
Brahma Baba started following Shiv Baba. Just imagine how much clear understanding
they had. If you tell someone to do something and then that person understands and
does. So it's a very beautiful relationship between Brahma Baba and Shiv Baba
because of their love. See love alone is not okay I love you then what, you know but it's
much more than that and that is to know that soul, no! to understand that soul. And then
later on Mamma looked at Brahma Baba and Mamma of course was merged in Baba's
love all the time could feel that she's remembering Baba, thinking of Baba, talking about
Baba because if you are merged what else will you do. Even though she was on duty in
karma yoga taking care of yagya departments, she was always willing to talk about
Baba and she was able to follow Baba right. So understand and then follow and Baba
says Follow Father. And Baba gave two simple things: when you will follow Baba then
what will happen, everyone will have love for you and also regard for you. Only two
things: simple right! Everyone will have love for you and regard for you. Since I read
this morning it was I think last Sunday I really felt yes! It's true He is not expecting for
everyone to love me, but I have to be in loveleen stage in other words to be in a lovely
stage where I am understanding that everyone, whatever their personality is, they need
to have that for their own part right! If I say to someone no! you can't be this, you
shouldn't be this, you shouldn't be doing that but her part requires those qualities or
characteristics and I am not allowing that to happen. So, what I do is observe that this
one has this way or this one likes to say things this way or this way. So, I always say
okay and her personality will suit her part right! not what I think, I am not writing a script
for everyone right. I am a detached observer unless you know something is wrong and
then also how to tell the right way. So it's very interesting how it's really something from
the heart. It's not only through intellect that I love someone but according to drama,



whichever soul we come in contact with or especially stay with, there is some
significance in that right. I always tell everyone no one is forever for anything right. So,
let's be together in such a way that when we think back we say how wonderful it was,
how lovely it was, not how hard it was right. And sometimes it does happen that maybe
one person has less patience, maybe my patience is of service for that soul so I keep
increasing my patience with that soul too. And that's of course Baba says is internal
service, service through the mind. So this first quality which comes in each one of us of
being loveleen is to understand my own self, even my own self right! For me most
important is to be very calm, to be peaceful and to be nice and if I do that I am very
happy, I am very content. But if I don't then I don't like myself being irritated or losing
patience with anyone. So like I don't want to be what I don't like of myself right. So when
you know exactly how good it is when you feel good about yourself and you are in that
stage and then you know that it's always somewhere the combination or complementary
energies. If one is very calm then the other is a little stronger right but that's needed
maybe because if we all have part to play then we all have different characteristics. So
understanding in this loveleen and lovely stage so when you understand yeah you know
your own self then you harmonize right! It's a big thing to harmonize right. But also it is
easy if we think which quality is required as complementary to others who are playing
the part because any kind of lack of contentment in any soul could lead them to
frustration or little anger or they are loud. But it's not me right. It's the sanskar of that
soul and more we understand then by the time realization does come and the change
happens. So, loveleen is to be lovely and lovely actually means to understand
everyone. I remember that Dadi Janki will choose who will translate when she's
speaking. So many times I will sit back and I said that's so many, she said come sit next
to me you understand my bhavna so your translation is accurate. So it's not a question
of language but what she felt that somebody needs to know exactly what I am trying to
say. And then also she says so once we told Dadi that this new one is there and what
you are saying. Dadi said it doesn't matter I will say. It's up to that soul what that soul
takes from it. She was attentive but not all the time. So I hope it's getting a little clear
that in love you try to understand and harmonize and always feel if I say you don't have
patience, but I have patience right and if you don't have then I should share with you
right. We share in a physical way why not our virtues, why not our powers. Instead of
saying he doesn't have patience, he doesn't have patience, so then I also lost my
patience right by saying that. Let me have patience. So understanding will help us to
follow Baba also because internally I will know what Baba is saying, what Baba is
seeing. So when I said loveleen it’s not like you know of course spiritual intoxication is
there when you are loveleen but here what I meant was that when you are absorbed in
Baba's love then you are lovely and love-full and when you are love-full, then you care
for person, you share with person but most important is like for me I know that other



soul understands me, maybe 80 percent, or 70 percent. So, this whole aspect of
understanding is very important. People say we know each other for a long time, how
much we know each other. But this Baba's love automatically makes you feel what to
share with other souls, what are the needs of that soul spiritually. So that's one of the
important qualities, important power, whatever you call it - is understanding.
Understanding of knowledge is easy but to understand even the drama and Baba, one
needs to be in love, a lovely stage, love-full stage. That's what my thoughts are and of
course the more we will be experiencing God's love, the more it will be clear for us what
is the power of understanding.

Om Shanti!


